Abstract. The design of partial-band linear periodically time-varying systems (PBTV) imitating linear time-invariant ( L TI) systems is approached using a relative < 2 error criterion.
Introduction
The design of multirate systems has been extensively considered; see [1, 2] and the reference list therein. In this paper, the design of partial-band linear periodically time-varying (PBTV) systems which imitate linear time-invariant (LTI) systems is considered. A well known system [1] for partial-band ltering is shown in Figure 1 . (In the gure, H i and P denote ltering by H i (z) and P(z), respectively.) The main advantage of this system is computational eciency [1] . Since only a section of the frequency band of the input is processed, the sampling rate of the input can bereduced by decimation. The signal is then processed by P and restored to the original sampling rate by interpolation. If H 1 , P, and H 2 are not ideal, then the system introduces aliasing. The goal of this paper is to deal with the error arising from this approximation problem in a precise form. Our new results include the analysis of this criterion for the PBTV system, and the formulation and analysis of the problem using nonsmooth optimization methods.
In Section 2, the problem is described in detail. Notation is introduced to simplify analysis. The system is then rearranged to a commutator form [1] .
In Sections 3 and 4, the relative`2 error criterion is introduced. This error criterion is motivated by several principles including the need to have a general deterministic criterion which is a natural extension of the Chebyshev criterion for LTI system design [3] . Analysis of the error criterion reveals several aspects of the design problem. The error criterion is nonsmooth and leads to approximation of a matrix-valued function. Also, structural constraints in the system make the problem nontrivial.
In Sections 5 thru 6, methods are presented for the design of PBTV systems using the proposed error criterion. A method which nds a locally optimal solution is discussed, and an example shows the feasibility of this method. A design example introduces several new ideas including transition regions. 
Problem Structure
We begin by stating some simplifying assumptions. First, in Figure 1 , P(z) can be eliminated by combining it with H 1 (z) to give H 1 (z)P (z L ) using the noble identities [2] . Second, we assume H 1 and H 2 are unconstrained causal FIR lters with lengths N 1 and N 2 . We refer to the system with these assumptions as a partial-band time-varying system (PBTV system). To achieve additional computational improvement, structural constraints may be introduced for H 1 and H 2 . For instance, the input decimator (the combination of H 1 and downsampling by L) could be designed as a cascade structure. This introduces a constraint on H 1 . For more information refer to [1] and related references.
A t ypical ideal PBTV system would have H 1 and H 2 in Figure 1 with frequency responses , and the D i are the desired group delays. This would prevent aliasing and make the overall system LTI with frequency response H ideal (f) = 1 L H 1 ( f ) H 2 ( f ). Note that the transition function has not been specied. We will implicitly design the transition function in Section 6 using a transition region.
Two forms of the system that provide insight i n to the PBTV system are the matrix form and the commutator form. The matrix form [4, 5] provides a possible implementation form for the system and provides an initial form for the analysis of the error criterion in Section 4. The commutator form [1] provides a natural interpretation for PBTV systems and shows structural constraints. The commutator form will beused to analyze the error criterion in detail and analyze aliasing error.
The matrix form of the system is shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , \)" indicates a vector signal; P L is the L-polyphase decomposition operator dened for arbitrary x by : (2. 3)
The matrix form indicates a possible method of implementation. If the input and output sampling periods are normalized to 1 second, then the sampling period after downsampling by L is L seconds. Thus, the total multiplications per second (MPS) for each H i;j is approximately The commutator form is shown in Figure 3 For the ideal system given by (2.1), the corresponding commutator form lters are This form provides several insights into the structure of PBTV systems. First, the output changes with period L and the ith output is produced by the lter G i mod L . Second, each G i has a structural constraint|each lter has the interpolated FIR (IFIR) structure [2, 6] . This structural constraint complicates the problem, but is also responsible for the reduction in computation. In Section 4, we show in a general situation that without structural constraints the problem is trivial.
Problem Description and Error Criterion
We begin by motivating the error criterion. In general, several desirable features of an error criterion are|(1) consistency with the standard Chebyshev criterion for LTI systems, (2) applicability to a general class of input signals, (3) usage as a method of comparing LTI designs and PBTV designs, (4) direct interpretation as a measure of system performance, and (5) incorporation of aliasing error. The error criterion we propose is the 2-norm of the PBTV operator which satises (1)-(5) [7] . In particular, the 2-norm criterion arises from the interpretation of the Chebyshev criterion for LTI system design as the relative`2(Z) error for the model-matching problem [7, 8] . Since the 2-norm applies to any linear system, (3) and (4) are directly satised. Additionally, the criterion has a natural interpretation in terms of aliasing since the alias-components of the commutator form lters appear in the error criterion.
The starting point for the analysis of the 2-norm error criterion is the model-matching problem in Figure 4 . A LTI system with an ideal lter H ideal is to be approximated by a system with FIR lters H 1 and H 2 . The outputs are compared over the class of bounded energy inputs, x, x 6 = 0, producing an error output w. This leads to the error measure Using the matrix form decomposition in Figure 2 , the system in Figure 4 can be represented as Figure 5 . Here T ideal is the matrix for the ideal system, and T is the matrix for the FIR system. Note that the LTI system represented by H ideal is a linear periodically time-varying system, so that H ideal can berepresented using the matrix form. Using Figure 5 
since P L is unitary and by a standard theorem on norms of convolution operators [8, 9] . Here, T error = T T ideal . For our purposes, \ess sup" can beinterpreted as \sup", though \ess sup" is technically correct [9] .
The L-modulation-component (alias-component) representation [2, 10] of an arbitrary x is given by
Conversion between the modulation-component form and the polyphase form is given by
where S(f) = diag(1; e j 2 f ; : : : ; e j 2 ( 
and G ideal This bound suggests that for small L, approximating the ideal commutator form lters may yield goodapproximations to the 2-norm problem|Oetken used this method for the design of interpolators [12] . Also, this bound shows that as the commutator form lter approximation error (the righthand side of (3.11)) goes to zero, so does the 2-norm of the PBTV model-matching operator and vice-versa.
The error measure (3.9) has an interesting interpretation in terms of aliasing. Consider an input of the form X(f) = If the ideal system is given by (2.6) with B = 1 2L , then (3.12) shows that the error for the input X at frequency f 0 can be separated into aliasing error from G error Note that the modulation components of the fG i g can beweighted by post-multiplying E(f) b y a diagonal matrix. This weighting allows the designer to tradeo aliasing-error and passband error. We will not use weighting in this paper, but the extension of our methods to this case is straightforward.
Another useful form of the error measure is obtained by applying the modulation-component tranform (3.5) to (2.3) and eliminating unitary matrices. Let H k be the L1 matrix 
The norm of the matrix on the right side of (3.15) can be easily computed since the matrix has only 4 nonzero entries. The QR decompositions involve only rank-2 matrices and thus are computationally simple. Overall, the norm computation (3.15) requires O(L) m ultiplications and additions.
At this point w e describe the LTI systems that are well approximated by PBTV systems.
For xed f, the matrix of the PBTV system, H 1 (f)H 2 (f) t , is rank 1 or is the zero matrix. Thus, in order for good approximation, T ideal mod (f), must be close to rank 1 or close to the zero matrix at f. For T ideal mod (f) exactly rank 1 (or the zero matrix) at each f, an equivalent condition is at most one of fH ideal (f); H ideal (f + 1 L ); : : : ; H ideal (f + L L 1 )g is non-zero at each f. This condition explains the term \partial-band." For a typical system, H ideal is given by We now nd the generalized gradient [13] , @e,of e. Note that e is locally Lipschitz (and regular [13] ) since it is the composition of a norm and the smooth function E mod . The rst step is to express e(h) in a convenient form. For an arbitrary L L matrix, C, dene i (C) to be the ith singular value of C [11] , 1 (C) 2 Thus, no structural constraints are imposed as in the system in Figure 1 . We consider the design of this system using the relative 2-norm error max x6 =0 kwk 2 kxk 2 : (4.14)
The intuition behind the structure of this problem is that the problem has symmetry; i.e., each Q i is approximating the same Q ideal . Thus, a logical solution would be to let all the Q i beequal and minimize (4.14); this solution is equivalent to doing LTI Chebyshev design of the Q i . This method turns out to becorrect, and we summarize in the following theorem; the proof is given in Appendix A. i.e.,ĥ is the vector of coecients of the best length N FIR, complex, Chebyshev approximation of Q ideal (f). Then q i;k =ĥ k minimizes the 2-norm error (4.14) for the unrestricted system in Figure 7 .
Assuming no symmetries in the lters, a sampling period of one second, and a polyphase implementation [2] , the computation rate for each Q i in Figure 7 would be approximately N L MPS. The total computation rate is then N MPS (additions/second are similar). This implementation provides no computational improvement o v er a L TI system, and by Theorem 4.1 no improvement in its match to an ideal system. In constrast, the system shown in Figure 1 provides computation rate reduction (because of structural constraints, see Section 2) and also provides approximately the same match (error level) as a LTI system. This behavior will be discussed more in Section 6.
Problem Solution
In this section we present the solution method to the approximation problem. Our method is based on recent advances in nonsmooth optimization. In addition, we detail the computation of data required by the algorithm.
We have implemented an algorithm in Matlab to minimize a nonsmooth function using the generalized dierential [13] and subgradient locality measures [16] ; this algorithm was implemented using methods suggested in [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . This method was chosen because of its exibility in adding constraints and its well-researched behavior. Arbitrary responses may be specied for H 1 and H 2 in the frequency domain. Also, the coecients of H 1 and H 2 can be restricted to be linear-phase or sparse. Additional constraints such as the requirement that the system bean orthogonal projection could be added.
The algorithm uses a piecewise linear model along with a trust region strategy [21] The vector s i is a generalized gradient obtained at the ith iteration. The f k;i gare subgradient locality measures [16] ; k;i measures the \usefulness" of s i at the point x k . We give a n outline of an iteration k ! k + 1 to illustrate the method: The term added to f CP;k (x) in (5.2) corresponds to optimizing with an implicit trust region. We will not discuss the technical details of choosing from the options in Step (3) or the method of varying t k . More details may b e found in [16, 17, 19] .
Several data are calculated for each iteration of the algorithm. The rst datum needed is e(h). This quantity is found by calculating the norm of the matrix E mod (f) (3.13) over a xed grid of frequencies and nding the maximum; this approximates (4.1). The norm for a xed f is calculated using the method described in Section 3 (see (3.15) ). The other datum calculated is a member of the generalized dierential for a xed h. The method used for calculating the norm in Section 3 also gives a left singular vector, u, and a right singular vector, v, for the maximum singular value at the frequency, f 0 , where e(h) = kE mod (f 0 )k 2 . Using = uv H , f 0 , and (4.10), a member, s, of the generalized dierential, @e(h), is calculated.
We summarize with several comments about the algorithm and its behavior for the PBTV model matching problem. First, although the algorithm is only guaranteed to have a cluster point which is a stationary point [17] (i.e., zero is in the generalized gradient at the cluster point), we have found that the algorithm converges to a local minimum for all examples performed by the authors. Specically, the authors have tried lowpass designs for many values of 2 L 100 and various lter lengths, N i 250. Further, multiple local minima were not found for any of the design examples. For several designs, we experimented with several starting points and found that the algorithm converged to the same point. Another aspect of concern is the computational complexity of the algorithm. We found that, typical of linear convergence, the error was signicantly reduced in a small number of iterations, and the rest of the time was spent reducing the error by small amounts. Further research with local methods [22, 23, 24] may improve the convergence rate close to a local minimum.
A Design Example
Given an ideal lter response, we show some of the considerations in implementing an PBTV system. The example introduces new concepts such as transition regions for a PBTV system. Also, the example shows the behavior of the approximation problem with respect to N 1 , N 2 , and L. Other aspects of the approximation problem are also discussed.
We begin by specifying the overall response of the ideal part of the system shown in Figure 4 are assumed to bereal coecient, FIR lters with lengths N 1 and N 2 respectively. The sum of the lengths, N 1 + N 2 , will be constrained to 100; this constraint xes the computation rate.
From the response H ideal the responses of the ideal commutator-form lters (see Figure 3) can be found using the results in Section 2. The magnitude response of the ideal commutator form lters is also shown in Figure 8 [6] and because of Theorem 4.1, one would expect the optimal e(h) not to change dramatically because the commutator form lters' lengths do not vary signicantly with L.
In contrast, the computation rate of a PBTV system decreases with increasing L. Choosing a large L reduces computation while providing approximately the same error level as that of smaller L. Thus, we use L = 5 for the remaining PBTV designs. Now consider the choice of N 1 and N 2 . Figure 11 shows the optimal e(h) as N 1 varies. Note that for N 1 between about 20 and 80, the optimal error is approximately constant. This behavior is due to the IFIR property of the commutator form lters. As noted, the lengths of the commutator form lters are approximately N 1 + N 2 which is a constant. Thus, the commutator form lters maintain their approximation \power" over variation of N 1 and N 2 . The exception to this observation occurs for small N 1 and N 2 . In the case when N 1 is small, the lter H 1 (z) cannot adequately interpolate H 2;i (z 5 ). This can beseen in Figure 11|the error suddenly cusps around N 1 = 5. Another interesting behavior of the optimal e(h) in Figure 11 is its symmetry with respect to N 1 = 50. This symmetry is exact; i.e., the optimal e(h) a t N 1 ( N 1 50) is equal to the optimal e(h) a t 1 0 0 N 1 . This property can be seen by taking the adjoint of Figure 4 . The adjoint system will have exactly the same form as Figure  4 and have the same norm. The lters of the adjoint system will be non-causal, but delays can be added to the input and output without changing the norm of the system. The lengths of the adjoint system's H 1 and H 2 will be N 2 and N 1 respectively. This adjoint system must be optimum if the original system was optimum; otherwise, we could reduce the error of the original system.
We now assume N 1 = N 2 = 50 and L = 5. Because of the adjoint property mentioned, only the lter h 1 must bespecied. The optimal h 2 is given by h 2;opt (n) = h 1;opt (49 n), 0 n 49. Note that this reduces the number of parameters, simplifying the optimization.
Also note that this reduction in parameters can only be made when N 1 = N 2 . For the optimal design the error e(h opt ) is 0:0163. Figure 12 shows the impulse response of the optimal h 1 and Table 1 shows the corresponding coecients. The response is obviously not linear phase. Figure 13 shows the magnitude of the frequency response of the optimal H 1 . Figure 14 shows the responses of the optimal commutator form lters (2.4). Note that in both frequency response gures the band edge has moved to about 0:11. This movement is due to the transition region selection. If this is undesirable, the designer may want to consider several alternatives. First, the transition edge could be moved or narrowed. Second, an alternate L could be chosen; dierent L would change the required enlargement of the transition region. Finally, the designer may consider specifying an explicit transition function. In any case, using transition regions for multirate systems is considerably dierent than using transition regions for LTI systems. Figure 15 shows the normed frequency response, N(f), of the optimal system. This response is given by N(f) = kE mod (f)k 2 , see (4.1). The maximum value of this response gives the error of the system e(h). The normed frequency response is the magnitude of the frequency response of the LTI system in the center of Figure 5 . This normed frequency response measures the error for a vector input at a xed frequency to the center LTI system in Figure 5 ; alternatively the vector input, x(n), can be transformed to a scalar input x = P y L x to the entire system. This observation also gives signals that approach the worst case error for the system|they are inputs to the model-matching system, x, whose transform P L x is concentrated at a single frequency, f. It is straightforward to check that this occurs when x is concentrated at f,
L . This analysis of worst case signals corresponds to the interpretation of the commutator form in Section 3.
For comparison with the optimal system, two other designs were performed. First, another H 1 and H 2 were designed using Chebyshev design [3] . For the Chebyshev design, both H 1 and H 2 were assumed to be linear phase, length 50, with the transition region (0:09; 0:11) [ (0:29; 0:31) [ (0:49; 0:5). This transition region was chosen to achieve the least error. Additionally a LTI system with a length 20 FIR lter was designed; we refer to this as the LTI Chebyshev design. Note that all three designs have the same computation rate (using no symmetries). Figure 16 shows the normed frequency response for the three designs.
The error, e(h), for the Chebyshev design is 0.0393. This error is 2:4 times greater than that of the optimal design. This large dierence in error shows that conventional LTI design methods do not perform well for multirate systems. The optimal system performs better since the design of H 1 and H 2 is performed simultaneously. Additionally, the worst case signals for the LTI system are dierent than those of the multirate system. Thus, a Chebyshev design is \mismatched" to the desired error criterion.
The largest error, 0.0454, is for the LTI Chebyshev design. This specic case shows that the Chebyshev design is only slightly better than the LTI Chebyshev design. Our new design, in contrast, performs signicantly better than both Chebyshev designed systems. This performance increase shows the utility of our new method for the design of PBTV systems.
Conclusions
We have analyzed and designed PBTV systems using a relative`2 error criterion. This criterion is based upon a natural extension of the Chebyshev norm for LTI system design. An example illustrated the performance gain of the new method over techniques intended for LTI system design. ;i] = e ( q ) ; 2 B ; f 2 F g(A.6) Let q 0 be the matrix with q 0;i;k = h 0;k ; i.e., each lter q 0;i has coecients h 0 . We will show 0 2 @e(q 0 )|this will prove that q 0 minimizes e [15] . For each f i , let u i = 
